The energy supply characteristic of a proton-exchange membrane fuel cell for houses is strongly influenced in a hydrogen supply unit. Therefore, a bioethanol reforming system (FBSR) with a sunlight heat source is developed as a potential fuel supply system for distributed fuel cells. However, the temperature distribution of a catalyst layer in the reactor is not stable under conditions of unstable solar radiation and unstable outside air temperature; as a result, it is thought that the inversion ratio (the percentage of hydrogen obtained from ethanol) of a reforming reaction will decrease. In this paper, heat transmission analysis was used in the catalyst layer of the reformer of FBSR, and the fundamental performance of FBSR was investigated. Fluctuations of the solar insolation over a short period of time affect the hydrogen-generating rate of FBSR. Moreover, the amount of hydrogen production of FBSR was simulated using meteorological data from a day in March and a day in August in a cold region (Sapporo in Japan). In this research, the relation between the collected area of a solar collector and the energy supply to an individual house was obtained.
Introduction
Solar reforming using solar energy needs to be developed for the realization of clean energy. Recently, solar reforming systems, such as methanol, methane, and natural gas, have been investigated [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . We examine a system using the heat obtained from a small sunlight solar collector to reform bioethanol into a vapor FBSR (fuel cell system with bioethanol solar reforming system). We propose that hydrogen will be produced when installing FBSR in individual houses and apartments [8] , and we aim to use a layered neural network as the weather forecast information [9, 10] . Generally, a fuel inversion ratio is obtained by using the temperature of the catalyst layer and the space velocity of the bio-ethanol vapor. Unsteady-state heat analysis is introduced into the catalyst layer. From this analysis, the distribution of temperature, inversion ratio, and process gas composition is investigated. From these results, the hydrogen production rate in the unsteady-state of FBSR is obtained. The solar insolation input into the receiver surface of the FBSR reactor that is filled up with the catalyst fluctuates according to the weather. The amount of hydrogen production of FBSR is influenced by solar insolation fluctuation over a short time period. Accordingly, if the solar irradiance input into the receiver surface of the FBSR reactor fluctuates many times in a short period, the time period of the reforming reaction will not be enough. Therefore, the amount of hydrogen production of FBSR changes with characteristics of the fluctuation of solar insolation. The purpose of this study was to investigate the characteristics of the amount of hydrogen production and the efficiency of the reformer under circumstances of global solar radiation with fluctuating inputs. Furthermore, the performance concerning supply of power and heat by a FBSR to an individual house in Sapporo in Japan is investigated. From these results, the efficiency of the system and the rate of use concentrated solar energy are examined. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the fuel cell system with a bioethanol solar reforming system (FBSR) [8] [9] [10] . Two rotating parabolic mirrors with a solar tracking system are used for FBSR. In the following sentences, these rotating mirrors are called solar collector A and B. The high-density solar energy collector A is used for evaporation of a bioethanol fuel. The solar energy collected by solar collector B is used as the heat source for reforming of this fuel vapor.
System Scheme
In order to store hydrogen, the storage tank of the reformed gas is installed in the system. While compressing and storing the reformed gas, it removes the water vapor in the gas using a cooler. The gas is not generated by supplying a fuel cell with solar radiation. To export power to the commercial power grid (with a regular frequency and voltage), the output of the fuel cell is converted with a DC-DC converter and an inverter. The exhaust heat from the gas cooler, the fuel cell, and the CO oxidization equipment ( Fig. 1) is stored in the heat medium (antifreezing solution) of the heat storage tank. The heat medium of the heat storage tank described in the top is supplied to a boiler; exhaust heat is supplied to the demand side of the FBSR. When the supplied solar heat is insufficient, a boiler is operated. The fuel consumption of the boiler is reducible by recovery of exhaust heat. Moreover, the heat supply to the demand side can be made to follow the fluctuation of load.
The reformer is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2A installed in solar collector A and ethanol fuel evaporates in this container. On the other hand, solar collector B changes ethanol vapor into reforming gas with much hydrogen composition. Solar collector B has a diameter D cs and width L cs . The reactor is installed in the concentrated position (it is shown in Fig. 2A and B ). The heat collected using the solar collector is supplied to the catalyst layer through the end of the reactor with area A hs (heat-supply surface). Ethanol fuel is converted into vapor beforehand using the vaporizer. It supplies this vaporized fuel to the heat-supply surface side of the reactor. In this paper, the vaporized fuel supplied to the catalyst layer is described as process gas. Process gas is reformed into gas with high hydrogen content by the catalyst layer. Because the reformed gas contains CO, a shift component and a CO oxidation component are installed.
Analysis Procedure
Heat transfer of the reactor Figure 2C shows the model of the catalyst layer in the reactor. The reactor has the geometry of a cylinder and it is filled up with the spherical reforming catalysts that are several millimeters in diameter. The heat collected with solar collector B is transferred to the heat-supply surface of the reactor, thus heating the catalyst layer. However, as shown in Figure 3 , part of the solar insolation incident on the heat-supply surface is discharged into the ambient air by convective heat transfer q con (eq. 1) and radiative heat transfer q rad (eq. 2). All of the sides of the reactor except the heat-supply surface are insulated. In the catalyst layer, heat is transferred to the reforming reaction by heat conduction of the catalyst particles, and the heat convection of process gas. When the catalyst in the reactor is distributed uniformly, the reaction rate in the whole catalyst is regulated by the space velocity of process gas, temperature distribution, pressure, etc. So, in this paper, the heat transfer between catalyst particles is handled as heat conduction of a catalyst layer. Therefore, the temperature of the catalyst layer is calculated with the convective heat transfer of process gas, the heat conduction of the catalyst layer, and reaction heat (endotherm).
Model of the catalyst layer and reforming reaction
Heat transport in the catalyst layer
The heat transport in the catalyst layer [11] is calculated from equation (3) using the Da number (Damkohler) correction. The right-hand side of equation (3) contains terms relating to the convection and chemical reaction of the process gas. Nu, Re, and Da are calculated by equations (4)-(6), respectively. The flow of the process gas in the reactor chamber is treated as turbulence. The magnitude of the turbulence of the flow can be known by equation (5) . Furthermore, the heat transfer rate of turbulence is calculated by equation (6) . 
Re
Reforming reaction Equation (7) expresses the vaporization reforming reaction of ethanol. There are several reaction paths but only the reaction in equation (7) is taken into consideration in this paper. The percentage of hydrogen obtained from ethanol (inversion ratio) differs with catalyst temperature and the space velocity of ethanol/water vapor. Figure 4 shows the experimental result of the ethanol vapor reforming using a commercial catalyst in Akpan et al. [12] . Figure 4 shows the relations between the amount of catalyst per flow rate (modified contact time) of ethanol, the temperature of the catalyst layer, and the inversion r x T ks A ks ratio. Figure 4 indicates that the inversion ratio is so large that there are several different catalyst fillings. Furthermore, the inversion ratio is so large that temperature of the catalyst is high.
Basic formula
Equation (8) is the heat diffusion equation in the catalyst layer. Here, T is the temperature of the catalyst layer, r is the radial coordinate in the catalyst layer, and x is the coordinate in the direction of the axis of the catalyst layer. The amount of heat consumed by the reaction in the catalyst layer is represented by q r , q c , C c , and k c in the right-hand side of equation (8) . They represent the density of the catalyst, specific heat, and heat conductivity, respectively. t is sampling time. The space element used for numerical modeling consists of an element with spatial dimensions in the direction of r, and the direction of x, for the catalyst layer with cylindrical shape shown in Figure 3 . In this paper, the following assumptions are introduced into analysis using a two-dimensional model:
1 The catalyst and process gas are in local thermal equilibrium. 2 The temperature dependence of physicality property values are taken into consideration. 3 The flow velocity of process gas is uniform in cross section. 4 The pressure loss of the process gas is disregarded.
A discretizated version of equation (8) is solved under the assumptions of equations (1)-(4), where the boundary conditions are given in equations (9)- (11) . Then the temperature distribution of the catalyst layer is calculated. Central differences are used in the discretized equation. The mass flow rate of the process gas is calculated using equation (12) ; and the boundary conditions in this case are equations (13) and (14). u g in equation (12) is the volume flow rate of process gas and q g is the mean density. u 0 in equation (14) is the volume velocity of the fuel vapor in the entrance of the catalyst layer. u 0 is the volume flow rate of the fuel vapor divided by the cross-sectional area of the catalyst layer. Equation (15) expresses the amount of heat consumed by the reaction created by the reforming reaction. g g , w, and H r in the equation are the molar flow rate, the inversion ratio, and the reaction heat of process gas, respectively. If the temperature T of the catalyst layer is given, then the inversion ratio w will be obtained from the performance of the catalyst. Because H r is determined by the reaction of equation (7), if g g is given, we can calculate the amount of heat consumed by the reaction q r with the reforming reaction.
( Fig. 2C, Fig. 3 )
Analysis procedure
The model of the catalyst layer is shown in Figure 5 . The element number of the catalyst layer is expressed by el x,r (with x ¼ 1; 2; . . .; N x , r ¼ 1; 2; . . .; N r ). First, the surface temperature T hs of the heat-supply surface of the reactor is calculated. T hs is calculated from heat capacity of the heatsupply surface, the input heat of solar insolation q s , and heat release by convective heat transfer q con and radiation heat transfer q rad (eqs. 1 and 2 a calculus of finite differences into equation (8) under boundary-conditions equations (9)- (11) . The Gauss Seidel method is used to check for convergence of the calculus of finite differences. Once the temperature distribution T x,r is calculated, the inversion ratio (w x,r ) in each element will be found from the relations of the catalyst performance and temperature which are shown in Figure 4 . According to this w x,r , the amount of heat consumed by the reaction (q r,x,r ) created by the reforming reaction of the process gas is obtained from equation (15). From the relations shown in Figure 5 , the gas composition in the outlet of element el xÀ1,r can be calculated from the composition of the process gas in element el x,r of the outlet. The temperature distribution (T x, r ) of the catalyst layer is again calculated using the result of the amount of heat consumed by the reaction created by the reforming reaction. This calculation is iterated to convergence of the discretization equation of equation (8) . At each sampling time, the same convergence calculation is carried out and the convergence solution at T x,r is obtained. Once the convergence solution at T x,r in each sampling time is obtained, the inversion ratio distribution and distribution of gas composition will be determined.
Efficiency of the reformer
The efficiency of the reformer is defined by the ratio of the energy content of the produced hydrogen (higher heating value) to the solar irradiance of solar collectors A and B. Equation (16) is the formula for the efficiency of the reformer. Taking into account the generation efficiency of a fuel cell and the power consumption in auxiliary machinery, an FBSR with a reformer efficiency of 30% is highly efficient when compared with a solar cell with inversion efficiency 15%. In this research, the efficiency of the reformer is set to 30%. This value is obtained by experiments.
Case Analysis

Specification of the reformer
In this section, we explore the introduction of the FBSR into an individual house. The specifications concerning the reformer of this FBSR are shown in Table 1 . A commercial supported catalyst is used for the reforming catalyst introduced into the analysis. A support of this catalyst is spherical alumina, and the support is adsorbed in a nickel alloy. The reacting characteristics concerning the ethanol reforming experiment using this catalyst are described in Bianchini et al. [5] . In this analysis, the outside air temperature T ∞ is set to 273, 293, and 308 K. The heat transfer coefficient h ∞ in equation (1) is set to 10 W/m 2 K, assuming natural convection.
Moreover, e hs in equation (2) gives 0.95 assuming a black body. The area A hs of the heat-supply surface of the reactor is 0.005 m 2 . The diameter D cl of the catalyst layer is 80 mm and the width L cl is 60 mm. If the reactor is filled with reforming catalysts of a mean particle diameter 3 mm, the filling factor is 0.85. The transmission of the heat exchange wall of the reactor is decided to be 0.9. Moreover, the concentrated efficiency of the solar collector is 0.9. The cause of concentrated loss is mainly a distortion and the soil of the mirror plane.
Analysis conditions and operating conditions
Analysis conditions are shown in Table 2 . The analysis element was set up in the direction of r and the direction of x of the catalyst layer, with spacings of 2 mm. The numbers of analysis elements were N x = 30 and N r = 40, respectively. 
Heat insulation
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The sampling interval time was 0.01 sec and the analysis is calculated for a maximum 600 sec. In the analysis of the discretization formula of equation (8), a convergence condition was set to 10 À5 . S/C (molar ratio of vapor to ethanol) of the ethanol fuel supplied to the vaporizer was 2.0. The modified contact time (amount of catalysts [kg]/ethanol flow rate [kmol/s]), shown on the horizontal axis in Figure 4 , was set as 35,000 kg/ (kmol/s). In this paper, we analyze cases of 250, 500, and 1000 W/m 2 of energy incident upon the solar collector q s (where these are the amounts of global solar radiation). Although three different values were analyzed for T ∞ and q s , respectively, the solution concerning arbitrary T ∞ and q s was obtained using proportion interpolation.
Analysis Results
Temperature distribution of the catalyst layer Figure 6 shows the analysis results of the temperature distribution of the catalyst layer. When solar radiation is input into the heat-supply surface, the time to reach the maximum temperature is set to 0 sec. The supply to the reactor of the fuel vapor (ethanol solution) is started at 0 sec. The temperature of the heat-supply surface with a solar irradiance of 250 W/m 2 when the outdoor temperature is 293 K is about 500 K. The temperature of the heat-supply surface if the time of solar irradiance is 1000 W/m 2 is about 890 K. The fuel vapor temperature of the reactor entrance was set up similar to the heat-supply surface. As the fuel inversion ratio increases, the catalyst temperature in the reactor gets higher. Therefore, the temperature distribution of the catalyst layer differs greatly, so that there is much solar radiation.
Composition of the process gas Figure 7 show the process gas composition along the x axis of the catalyst layer as predicted by the analysis. The molar flow rate of hydrogen is larger than other gases in the composition. Distribution of the molar flow rate of hydrogen, and the time at which the hydrogen flow rate becomes stable are influenced by the magnitude of the solar irradiance input into the reactor. If there is little solar irradiance and a short period of solar radiation fluctuation, the hydrogen generation rate may not reach the maximum possible. For example, when there is solar radiation fluctuation for 10 or less seconds with solar irradiance 250 W/m 2 , the hydrogen-generating rate is always smaller than the maximum (about 0.008 mol/s).
Hydrogen-generating rate Figure 8 shows the results of the analysis for the hydrogen-generating rate as a function of sampling time. When the outside air temperature is high and there are large amounts of insolation input, a large production rate is obtained. However, in realistic weather conditions, it is expected that the solar radiation fluctuates in intervals of tens of seconds. So, data from an observed amount of global solar radiation are used, and the hydrogen-generating rate of FBSR is investigated under these realistic conditions. In this paper, data from the Japan Meteorological Business Support Center [13] is used as observational data of the amount of global solar radiation, and outside air temperature.
Hydrogen-generating rate with fluctuating global solar radiation
Weather observation data Figure 9 show the weather observation data (solar irradiance and outside air temperature) in 2007 August 23 and March 1 in Sapporo [13] . The hydrogen flow rate of FBSR is investigated using these data. In this section, proportion interpolation of solar irradiance and the outside air temperature is considered in relation to the analysis results of Figures 6-8 , and the hydrogen flow rate in arbitrary weather conditions is obtained.
Energy balance of the FBSR Figure 10 shows the analysis result of the power balance when introducing the FBSR into an individual house in Sapporo in Japan. Figure 11 shows the result of the purchase power of each day. The characteristics of hydrogen generation by the difference in the weather conditions shown in Figure 9 differ greatly. For that reason, the operation of FBSR is influenced greatly. By the difference in the weather conditions, the operation method of the electricity demand after 17:00 changes in particular. Accordingly, hydrogen storage is possible when there are large amounts of solar radiation in the daytime. Therefore, some of the electricity demand after 17:00 can be supplied using this stored hydrogen.
The amount of hydrogen production, and CO 2 emissions Figure 12 shows the results of the amount of hydrogen production and CO 2 emissions from the FBSR in each day. On the other hand, Figure 13 shows the results of the integration values. The hydrogen-generating rate fluctuates a lot when comparing August 23 to March 1. This is because the fluctuation characteristics of the solar insolation at 6:00 AM-10:00 AM differ greatly on each day as Figure 9A shows. Accordingly, it is thought that the solar insolation of this time zone on March 1 was stable. On the other hand, it is expected that much of the solar insolation on August 23 was blocked by clouds.
Performance of FBSR Figure 14 shows the results of the relation between the concentrated area of solar collector A, and the ratio of the output of electric power and heat from the FBSR to the amount energy demanded in the house in Sapporo. In order to cover the amount of electricity demand of the individual house. The ratios of the heat (except for boiler heating) of the FBSR to heat demand differ greatly on each day. This is because the heat demand in March is larger than in August. Table 3 shows the results of the performance of the FBSR on March 1 and August 23. The difference in the amount of hydrogen production is small (1.17 times) when compared with the differences in the amount of global solar radiation (1.32 times). Moreover, the efficiency of the reformer on March 1 is larger than that on August 23. These results show that the fluctuation characteristics of solar irradiance have a big effect on the hydrogen-generating rate of FBSR. Accordingly, although the amount of production of hydrogen and the efficiency of the reformer change with fluctuation of solar irradiance, the efficiency of the reformer reduces if fluctuations of solar insolation occur frequently.
Conclusions
Power and heat are supplied by introducing FBSR with solar collectors into an individual house in Sapporo in Japan. In this study, the operation characteristics of this system were investigated by numerical analysis. As a result, the following conclusions were obtained. 1 Fluctuation of solar radiation influences the hydrogengenerating rate of FBSR greatly. Accordingly, when solar irradiance is unstable, the efficiency of the reformer reduces. If fluctuations of the solar insolation are on the order of 10 sec, and they occur frequently under the same amount of global solar radiation, the amount of hydrogen production will reduce. 2 The amount of hydrogen production of an FBSR was analyzed using the meteorological data of the cold district (Sapporo) on March 1 and August 23, 2007. The results showed that the efficiency of the reformer of both representative days exceeded 40%. This result shows that an FBSR can compete with the present commercial photovoltaic cells, even when taking into consideration the efficiency of a fuel cell, and power consumption of auxiliary machinery. 3 When a concentrated area of solar collectors is increased, the energy power of FBSR to the energy demanded of the individual house will increase. In order to cover the total amount of power demand of the individual house in Sapporo with FBSR, a concentrated area of solar collector is 4 m 2 or more. It is expected that development of the fuel supply system for fuel cells using sunlight will be investigated widely in the future.
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